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Introduction
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• In the daily conversations, it is possible that sometimes speakers make an 
error or mistake while producing speech. it can happen either 
intentionally or unintentionally.

• Following Hieke’s (1981) assumption, the production process is the most 
complicated one, as the current speaker may discover some errors in his 
or her own speech. Therefore, he or she goes back to repair these errors.

• This study aims to discover types of repair strategy in slips of the tongue 
which came from the speaker in the conversation, by identifying 
dominant types of used by the speakers in Tonight Show Indonesia.
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➢Schegloff, Jefferson, Sacks (1977:361-82) in the journal entitled “The Preference for 
Self-Correction in the Organization of Repair in Conversation” propose four types of 
repair strategy:

o Self-initiated self-repair

o Self-initiated other-repair

o Other-initiated self-repair

o Other-initiated other-repair

➢(Wells 1951; Hockett 1967; Fromkin 1971) in Dell & Reich (1981) Propose seven types 
of slips of the tongue:

(1) Anticipations, (5) Blends,

(2) Preservations, (6) Counterblends,

(3) Transpositions, (7) Hapologies.

(4) Substitutions,



Method
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In this research, the writer uses qualitative descriptive method.The data sources 
are the transcription of seven Youtube videos from Tonight Show Indonesia

➢ Data collections
o The writer watched the videos from Tonight Show Indonesia and paid attentions to the utterances in the conversations.

o The writer transcribed all the utterances of the conversation in the talk show which was provided by Tonight Show Indonesia on 
Youtube.

o The writer highlighted the utterances that indicated tongue slips and identified the type of repair on the videos of Tonight Show
Indonesia.

➢Data analysis
o The data from the transcripts were observed and arranged in the data sheet.

o Identified and classified the utterances that indicated slips of the tongue and the repair based on the theory.

o The formulation of the problem was answered and conclusions were made.



Findings and Discussion
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NO Types of Slips of the 
Tongue

Frequency Precentage

1 Substitutions 18 50%

2 Preservations 6 16.7%

3 Anticipations 5 13.9%

4 Transpositions 3 8.3%

5 Blends 3 8.3%

6 Counterblends 1 2.8%

7 Hapologies 0 0%

Total 36 100%

Types of slips of the tongue that occurred in the utterances from the speaker

1. Substitutions
V : Kamu tuh udah kaya ini ya apa yang komik jepang tuh si konat

(Target : konan)

E : konan

V : Eh iya konan

2. Preservations
R : Aduh umur berapa ya itu aku, sembilan sempuluh sepuluh apa ya.

(Target : sepuluh)

3. Anticipations
V : eh e menarik banget ya jadi cucul eh cucul, cucu om Acil.

(Target : cucu om Acil)

4. Transpositions
V : Papa roti papa roti ini mama keu ,mama kue.

(target:kue)

5. Blends
V : Pasti lebih banyak aplikasi-aplikasi musik ya di hpnya?

I : benul, betul.

(target: betul)

6. Counterblends
I : Patah hati itu bukan soal cowok aja, beneng ngga, benul ngga, betul kan ?
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NO Types of Repair 
strategies

Frequency Precentage

1 Self-initiated self-
repair

17 47,2 %

2 Other-initiated other-
repair

11 30.6%

3 Other-initiated self-
repair

5 13.9%

4 Self-initiated other-
repair

3 8.3%

Total 36 100%

1. Self-inititiated self-repair
D : Ya apa kabar semuanya? Mudah-mudahan dalam keadaan
sehat walafiat dan selalu terapkan protocol kesehatan 3M; 
Mencuci jarak, eh menjaga jarak.
V : mencuci tangan dan memakai masker.

2. Other-initiated other-repair
V : Kenapa gue tadi bilang ini hikmah pandemic karena
mereka berdua ini juga. Gue ngga tau gita, gita sering ikutan
ajang pencarian jakat ?
G : Ajang pencarian bakat maksudnya.

3. Other-initiated self-repair
V : Si teori Darwis aja sampe sekarang belom kelar.
D : Darwin
V : Iya Darwin

4. Self-initiated other-repair
M : Dukun kebanyakan dari hasil korban dukun
H : Berarti dia pinter gitu maksudnya?
A : Iyaa
D : Jadi, dukun itu dari korban dukun hasil dar has duk korb apa
itu tadi?
M : Ya jadi dukun tuh hasil dari korban dukun.
D : Nah.

Types of repair strategy that occurred 



ConclusionFPBS UPI

The slips of the tongue can happen to everyone in any situation, 
whether formal or informal, in the processing of speech because the 

phenomenon of slips of the tongue happen beyond the speaker’s 
control. The present study examines the phenomenon of slips of the 

tongue and the repair strategy that speakers used in the conversations. 

This study show that substitutions is type of slips of the tongue that the 
most-appeared in the conversations, the speakers tend to repair their 

utterance when the slips occurred. The speaker used self-initiated self-
repair more frequently than other types of repair strategy in the 

conversations.
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